
By Dr. Linda Stewart, Principal
Hopkinson Elementary 

I am proud to announce that
Hopkinson Elementary School has its
newest group of enthusiastic conflict
managers eager and ready to be our
playground leaders during the
morning recess period.

The top 20 or so fourth- and fifth-
grade students nominated by their
classmates were chosen to train as 
conflict managers for the spring
semester. The training process on how
to help students mediate conflicts and
create a conflict-free environment was
done during their lunch hour two to
three days a week for approximately
three weeks.

The students learned about the
types of conflict that they might help
to facilitate versus the conflicts that
require adult intervention. They were
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The cornerstone
of Los Alamitos
Unified School
District’s culture of
excellence is a team
of highly skilled and
passionate staff
members who are
relentless about
igniting unlimited
possibilities for 
students. We are
proud to recognize

our various employees of the year
for 2012, who exemplify our out-
standing staff.

Dionne Gibson was selected as
the Para-Educator Classified
Employee of the Year. Dionne has
been a dedicated and exceptional
preschool teacher for Los Alamitos
Unified School District (LAUSD) for
the past eight years. Dionne
actively engages the families of
every child by sending home
newsletters and developing class-
room Web sites with daily updates
and photos of her students partici-
pating in various activities. She
offers parents practical tips and
instructional advice, which allow
parents to further support their
children at home.

Ankou Kanou was selected as
Maintenance and Operations
Classified Employee of the Year.
Ankou is an exemplary employee
and a true leader on the Los
Alamitos High School campus. As 
the head night custodian, Ankou
leads the other members of the
custodial team by example and
demonstrates both a strong work
ethic and a positive attitude. He
epitomizes the notion of quality
customer service and views students,
teachers, and parents as his 
customers. Ankou is an intelligent,
productive and proactive individual
SEE EXCEPTIONAL EMPLOYEES • PAGE 7

Community Partnerships
The schools in our district are located in three different

municipal areas. We have five schools in the city of Los Alamitos
(Los Alamitos Elementary School, McAuliffe Middle School, Oak
Middle School, Los Alamitos High School, and Laurel Continuation
High School), four schools in Rossmoor (Rossmoor Elementary
School, Lee Elementary School, Weaver Elementary School, and
Hopkinson Elementary School) and one school in Seal Beach
(McGaugh Elementary School). It may seem like the schools are
having events on their campuses seven days a week—and I think

sometimes they are! But a lot of the events are put on by our community partners,
such as AYSO, Friday Night Lights, Seal Beach Kids Baseball, and Adult
Recreational Leagues, to just name a few. By working together with our 
cities, we try to accommodate as many activities as we can. The school 
district and the cities value our open space, and all parties are interested in
serving and enhancing our communities. Open communication and discussions
on long-range plans are a benefit to all citizens.

The Los Alamitos School District has a committee of two Board members
and administrators that meets with the cities of Los Alamitos and Seal Beach.
The cities have two council members, city managers, and other administrators
join us. This gives everyone a chance to meet face-to-face and work on serving
the community better. We discuss the use of our open space, facilities, planned

SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION PAGE 3

SEE HOPKINSON • PAGE 5
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Exceptional Employees Keeping Free of Conflict

Conflict Managers promote peaceful playgrounds.

The National Reading Challenge 

Why are these students excited? 
See McAuliffe Middle School page 8...
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With Spring Break over students
are focused on the final weeks of this
school year. The year seems to have
gone by far too quickly.

Congratulations to the Classified
Employees of the Year, who are vital
to the success of the school district. 

Do the Math is a fun column and I
have been receiving the most inter-
esting stories from our readers of how
they use math in their business or
daily life. If you have been planning to
email yours, do it now. (See page 3
for Jo Dawson’s story.)

Our next issue is June and the end
of another successful school year.

562/493-3193
kay@schoolnewsrollcall.com
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Los Alamitos Educational Foundation
Post Office Box 1210, Los Alamitos, CA 90740 • 562/799-4700 • www.losaledfoundation.org

Educational Foundation is Growing!
By Evelyn Garcia, Program Director

Please join us in welcoming Janine Ingram, the new Los Alamitos Educational
Foundation (LAEF) Executive Director. Ms. Ingram comes to us with a master’s
degree in education and 23 years of non-profit experience.

“In today’s difficult education climate, the Los Alamitos Unified School District
remains the pride of Orange County. The LAEF Board of Directors has made this
leadership investment to ensure that LAEF continues and increases support to
the district in their provision of high-quality instruction, academic excellence,
and enrichment opportunities to students, despite current and/or future state
funding obstacles, Ingram shared.

“I am honored and excited to partner
with our district superintendent, her
staff, the LAEF Board, the LAEF staff,
and parents throughout the community
in creating a new vision for the future 
of the Los Alamitos Educational
Foundation, and more importantly, 
our students,” Ingram added.

While we craft this new vision, LAEF is excited to bring a summer filled 
with innovative, enriching instruction to the students of the district. Registration
for the Summer Enrichment Institute (SEI) 2012 is open. Course catalogs for 
elementary and secondary classes are available on-line at www.losaledfoundation.com,
as well as at the district office and the main office of each school site. The 
registration deadline for SEI is May 18, 2012. Do not delay as classes fill quickly.

Visit www.losaledfoundation.com to learn more about SEI and After-School
Enrichment Programs.

For more information, call or e-mail Evelyn Garcia, LAEF Program Director at
(562) 277-6876 or egarcia@losaledfoundation.com.
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HARBOR AREA 
FARMERS MARKETS

Bixby Knolls

Downtown 
Long Beach

Cerritos Towne Center

Alamitos Bay
Marina

Thursdays 

Fridays 

Saturdays

Sundays

• Local Farm Fresh Produce
• Food Artisans & Live Music
• Plants & Cut Flowers
• Baked Goods, Honey & More!

Since 1980

866-GOODVEG
GOODVEG.ORG

Seal Beach Animal Care Center
1700 Adolfo Lopez Drive, Seal Beach, CA 90740 • 562/430-4993 • www.sbacc.org

How Long Do Cats Live?
By Murlyn E. Burkes, Cat Committee Liaison

The lifespan of an average house cat depends on many factors: breed, diet,
lifestyle and whether the cat is an indoor or an outdoor cat. While nobody can
really say how long a particular cat can live, there are some general guidelines
that might explain it.

Keeping your cats indoors is the
best thing that you can do for them to
live a long, healthy life. Having them
spayed or neutered and taking them to
the vet regularly can also help. Indoor
cats can get plenty of exercise if you
play with them daily to tire them out
for the night. Investing in interactive
toys will make your cat a happy and
loving pet. Indoor cats can live from 
12 to 18 years.

Many people believe that cats need the outdoors. Cats are perfectly happy
inside. It is a rare cat who demands to be let outside. Usually a cat who is kept
inside is happy and doesn’t need to go out. If he or she ventures outside and
remains outdoors, the lifespan is reduced to 3 to 8 years, approximately.

Feral cats have the shortest life expectancy of the common house cat. They
are subject to much exposure and are often sick in some way when they are 
captured and brought to shelters. Having never visited a vet, these cats carry all
sorts of nasty diseases that can be transmitted to other cats. Their lifespan is 
2 to 5 years, approximately.

There have been cats that have lived to be well over 20 years old. This long
life gives their human many years of joy.

Visit www.losaledfoundation.com

to learn more about SEI and 

After-School Enrichment Programs.
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Monday Meetings 5:30p.m. – 6:30p.m. at Casa   
Please Contact Maribel Contreras to Join 

CASA YOUTH SHELTER 
Youth Development Program Y.D.P.

You Can Make a Difference

(562) 594-6825 • (714) 995-8601
10911 Reagan Street, Los Alamitos, CA 90720

Earn Community Service Hours

I quit a 40 year 
2-pack a day habit!
After my first visit with
Los Alamitos Hypnosis
I stopped smoking
completely and I slept
all night for the first
time in 30 years. 
I don’t need my
breathing machine any more 
and I feel great. 
Thanks Los Alamitos Hypnosis.
P.S. My family and doctor 
thank you too.”

—Ray M., Norwalk, CA

(562) 673-8988
3532 Katella Ave.

Los Alamitos, 90720

Los Alamitos
Hypnosis

•Stop Smoking
•Weight Loss
•Stress Reduction

“

I Use Math in a Myriad of Ways
As an entrepreneur, I wear many hats in running my apparel

printing business. I utilize my knowledge of math in a variety of
ways. I use addition and multiplication when ordering products;
multiplication and division to identify costs. When calling on 
customers, I use math to calculate their orders. I use math to
determine production turn-around
time to keep customers informed when
they can expect their merchandise.

While printing I use math to determine graphic sizing
and printer settings. While working on graphics, 
percentages are used to determine image size. As the
webmaster for my website, A Myriad of Ideas, math
is required for page content layout. Math is used to
calculate sales, figure discounts, sales-tax, and costs,
execute payments, balance the bank accounts and
determine expenses.

I am grateful to have had teachers in school that made math interesting and
challenged me to do my best, striving always for 100%!

AA MMyyrriiaadd ooff IIddeeaass,, 556622//229944--88446611,, wwwwww..aammyyrriiaaddoofifiddeeaass..ccoomm

Jo Dawson

Do the Math!
This is a special series dedicated to emphasizing

how important math is in every job and our everyday
lives. If you would like to be included in this series,
email me how you use math. The age limit is 5 to 105
so here’s my email kay@schoolnewsrollcall.com —
I can’t wait to hear from you!

Diana Hill
Member

David Boyer
Clerk

Karen Russell
Member

Meg Cutuli
President

Dr. Jeffrey Barke
Member

Los Alamitos Unified School District 
Board of Education

improvements, upcoming
events, and important
school dates that the
cities need to be aware
of. We are able to 
discuss the impact of
our different schedules

and try to come up with a solution
that helps everyone. The school dis-
trict really appreciates the support
and help that we receive from both
police departments. I think everyone
is proud of the outstanding working
relationship that we have developed.

Even though our priorities are dif-
ferent, the school district wants to
educate all our students to their
highest abilities, and the cities want
their residents to live in the best
place on earth; our goals do overlap.
The fact that we realize this and work
together reinforces our goals and
makes being a part of this community
so rewarding. Once again, we are all
so fortunate that we have chosen
such an outstanding school district
and community where we go to
school, work and play!

BOARD OF EDUCATION

FROM PAGE 1

Meg Cutuli
President
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Real Estate Matters

Governor Signs “Right To Rent” Law
Governor Brown signed into legislation SB 150, introduced by

Senator Lou Correa (D- Orange County). Under this law, if you
own a property in a Common Interest Development (CID) and,
if, when you purchased the unit, the governing documents 
permitted you to rent your property, then a change in those 
documents cannot now prohibit you from renting out your property.
This right to rent the property would transfer to your heirs, but
not to a subsequent purchaser. The law is not retroactive. It
takes effect relative to governing document provisions on or
after January 1, 2012. 

The new legislation represents an attempt to balance divergent, but legitimate,
interests. Property owners who have an unexpected need to rent out their properties,
and those who have purchased their property with a reasonable investment
expectation, are in conflict with the genuine concern that Homeowner Associations
(HOAs) have when they find an unanticipated and undue proportion of units in
the development are being rented. 

This may be a fear based simply on the belief –
not necessarily substantiated – that rental properties
are not kept up as well as owner-occupied units,
and that they may diminish the overall value of
properties in the development. A more specific
and certain  issue is that an overabundance of
rental properties in a development may cause the
project to be disqualified from financing from
major lending institutions...meaning no one can
sell their home other than to an all cash buyer.
This is a real concern in today’s market when
lending guidelines are so stringent.

An HOA, at its creation, has the right to adopt rules restricting the ability of
members to rent out their units. HOAs can be formed with nearly whatever rules
they, usually the developer, choose. Prospective buyers then decide if they want
to live in a community that is subject to those rules. But what about an existing
association that wants to change its rules? One that wants to adopt rules concerning
matters where no rules existed before?

What has happened is that, in recent years, HOAs have been adopting rules
restricting the rights of owners to rent their units, when owners rights were not
restricted before.

Consequently, SB 150, which was supported by the California Association of
Realtors. A similar bill, AB 2259, was passed in 2008 as the issue had been arising
even then. However, Gov. Schwarzenegger vetoed that bill. He argued that HOA
members had agreed to live by the rules duly adopted by the Association, and
that the HOA should be allowed “to determine what is best for their communities.”

This bill, with similar essence, passed the legislature and was signed by the
current Governor. There are valid arguments on both sides of the matter. This
year proponents of the bill prevailed and, for now, the matter is settled in
California. Other states still face this difficult issue.

CathyLyn Brooks

The new legislation represents an

attempt to balance divergent, 

but legitimate, interests...

What has happened is that, 

in recent years, HOAs have been

adopting rules restricting the rights of

owners to rent their units, when owners

rights were not restricted before.



taught the correct language to use as mediators and how to be
active listeners; important tools when trying to mediate an issue.

Our conflict managers are not there to solve other students’
conflicts or disagreements, but to facilitate the proper dialog to
help resolve the given problem. The goal of the program is to
create confidence in our children as well as a sense of empower-
ment about how to deal with conflict and disagreement among
peers. Now, weeks after their training, once the bell rings for
recess these conflict managers make their way quickly to the office

to pick up a bright yellow vest so that they may be spotted easily on the play-
ground; and also a clipboard (for the mediation steps) before they begin their
duty. It is an honor to see how hard this group of children work to keep our
school free of conflict. Thank you!
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Hopkinson Elementary
12582 Kensington Road, Los Alamitos, CA 90720 • 562/799-4500 • www.losalusd.k12.ca.us/schools/Hopkinson

Dr. Linda Stewart
Principal

Laurel High School
10291 Bloomfield St., Los Alamitos, CA 90720 • 562/799-4820 • www.losalusd.k12.ca.us

Making the World a Better Place
Laurel students

continue to demon-
strate success in
academics and the
arts. Two of our 
students, Ashley
Idle and Elizabeth
Mora (pictured)
won first place 

ribbons at the Orange County
Federation of Women’s Club 2012
Showcase of Art in February.

A frequent Laurel supporter,
the Rossmoor Women’s Club
helped facilitate our Laurel
entries and will recognize
Elizabeth and Ashley for their
accomplishments later this
month.

Continuing Laurel’s demonstra-
tion of excellence was student
Zach Taylor’s entry and invitation
to participate in “Memories
Matter.” This was an art, prose and poetry contest which centered around the
Holocaust remembrance at Chapman University in March. Zach presented his
painting and artist-expose based upon his research about a Holocaust survivor.

We are proud of each and every student at Laurel, as we continue to make the
world a better place one student at a time!

Dr. Brent Forsee
Principal

Los Alamitos Elementary
10862 Bloomfield St., Los Alamitos, CA 90720 • 714/816-3300 • www.losalusd.k12.ca.us

Drop Everything and Read
Twenty-three community members from local businesses and

Laurel High School shared their love of reading with students on
March 7 to celebrate Read Across America. Hundreds of parents
and family members joined students at the end of the day to finish
with Drop Everything and Read (DEAR) Day.

“We have such a great community with supportive individuals
who care so much for our students,” commented Dr. Okino, 
Los Alamitos Elementary School’s principal. She emphasized 
that, when significant people in children’s lives read with them, it

models how important reading is and helps to grow children’s love of reading at
an early age.

Thank you to our community
readers: Edward Arias; Julie
Best; Cara Borm; Manuel
Burrola; Sergeant Sean
Connolly; Don the Reader;
Bruce Fielden; Celina Garcia;
Henrietta Gardea; Anthony
Gaytan; Nancy Gibbs; 
Ken Hodge; Buffy Killeen;
Aster Lopez; Captain Bruce
McAlpine; Stewart McDougall;
Staff Sergeant Mesta; 
Liz Ribble; Addis Richmond; 
Kevin Staneic; Nick Stanton;
Christine Theodore; and
Roberta Tuggle.

Dr. Sunghie Okino
Principal

Lee Elementary 
11481 Foster Road, Los Alamitos, CA 90720 • 562/799-4540 • www.losalusd.k12.ca.us

Music Makes the Grade
Music and the arts are essential components of a well-rounded

education. Research supports the assertion that students perform
better academically when their school experience is enhanced by
instruction in the arts. At Lee School, we integrate music with
other core academic subjects.

Led by our beloved teacher Coralie Prince, all Lee students
receive comprehensive music instruction weekly. Our program
covers rhythm, harmony, melody, expression, timbre, performance,
history of music, listening, and aesthetics and is aligned to the
California Standards for Visual and Performing Arts. Additionally,

all students participate in a grade-level performance annually.
Lee also offers a fourth- and fifth-grade chorus program. Students meet

weekly before school to prepare for school shows, the All District Choral Festival,
various community events and our annual school musical.

Our music program culminates with Special Persons Day in June. Students
perform dances and songs from different countries around the world for the 
various special people they invited. 

At Lee, students are challenged by rigorous academic standards and 
curriculum while being given opportunities to express themselves and their 
talents through the arts. The two go hand in hand, supporting students’ success,
self-esteem, and passion for life.

Robert 
Briggerman

Principal

LAE’s Ambassadors and Dr. Okino lead the flag 
ceremony to begin Read Across America and DEAR Day.

KEEPING FREE OF CONFLICT • FROM PAGE 1
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McAuliffe Middle School
4112 Cerritos Ave., Los Alamitos, CA 90720 • 714/816-3320 • www.losalusd.k12.ca.us

The National Reading Challenge 
“Read The Most From Coast To Coast,” a national reading event

that celebrates the birthday of Dr. Seuss, recently challenged our
McAullife students to help shatter the national one-day record for
Accelerated Reader quiz-taking. 

Accelerated Reader (a reading management software program
for K–12 schools) helps educators measure and improve reading
comprehension levels. Our students had to read a book at the appro-
priate level and take a computer quiz. The sixth-, seventh-, and
eighth-grade students took their quizzes on the Media Center com-
puters or with the rest of their class in one of our five computer labs.

This “Read The Most From Coast To
Coast” event enabled our students to take
part in a shared reading adventure. At
the same time they were also able to
show the world that they understood
what they read.

The previous one-day record for this
quiz-taking event was 2,177,586 quizzes.
Our McAuliffe students took 313 quizzes
in total, which helped set a new national
record of 3,581,992! And each student
who took part in this nationwide challenge
was also eligible to receive a Certificate
of National Participation. 

Last year’s state reading test had 86
percent of McAuliffe students scoring at
the proficient or advanced level. Our goal
this year goal is 90 percent, so tally ho!

Dennis Sackett
Principal

Los Alamitos High School
3591 Cerritos Ave., Los Alamitos, CA 90720 • 562/799-4780 • www.losalusd.k12.ca.us

Bringing History and Literature to Life
Each year, LAHS holds an Author Night during which students

and community members are invited to hear a lecture from a
famous author. Thanks to the efforts of LAHS English Teacher
Karen Yoshihara-Ha, we were able to have Dr. Melba Patillo Beals,
author of Warriors Don’t Cry: A Searing Memoir of the Battle to
Integrate Little Rock’s Central High School, here in March to
share with a capacity crowd her experiences as a member of the
Little Rock Nine.

Dr. Beals shared
her vivid memories from September
of 1957 by describing a scenario in
which the weight of a divided
nation was on her and eight other
students as they were escorted by
over a thousand Army soldiers onto
school grounds amidst tremendous
protest only to hear that no one
knew if they would exit school that
day alive. All in attendance were
engaged by Dr. Beals, and having
opportunities to hear pivotal
moments in history firsthand is
another reason why it is great to be
a Griffin!

Dr. Grant Litfin
Principal

Oak Middle School
10821 Oak St., Los Alamitos, CA 90720 • 562/799-4740 • www.losalusd.k12.ca.us

Our Students Are Hooked On Reading
By Karen E. Ibbitson, Teacher

Everyone loves a good book, and no one does so more than the
seventh-graders at Oak Middle School. Our students have been
spotted reading before school, at lunch, at passing period, during
an earthquake drill and even in their cars going to and from activities.
But to what do we owe this voracious appetite for books?

Well, our students have always loved to read, but when their
English teachers recently proposed an “Accelerated Reader
Challenge” they took it away and ran with it. Accelerated Reader is

a computerized program where students take quizzes to earn points on the books
that they’ve read.

The basic challenge was for the whole seventh-grade to beat the total number
of points that were earned in the first quarter by 1,000 more points in the
second. Not only did the seventh-graders beat it, but they topped their previous
total by over 4,000 points!

When Principal Neiser heard of this, she rewarded the students with an 
early-to-lunch day and donated iTunes gift cards to worthy individuals. When 
the PTA heard of it, they threw in ice cream at lunch and gift certificates for the
upcoming book fair!

The children were delighted with their prizes, and are totally hooked on
reading! A wide variety of books were read too, all the way from the classics 
(one student even tackled War and Peace) to the massively popular Hunger
Games trilogy.

As we all know, “Kids who read succeed.” So thanks to everyone who made
this challenge a huge success!

Sally Neiser
Principal

McGaugh Elementary
1698 Bolsa Ave., Seal Beach, CA 90740 • 562/799-4560 • www.losalusd.k12.ca.us

Thirty Years of Arts Excellence
Thirty years of dancing, music, and art will culminate next

month in J.H. McGaugh Elementary School’s 30th Annual Pageant
of the Arts. Since 1982, fourth- and fifth-grade students have 
participated in the pageant portraying famous artists, including
Georges Seurat, Pablo Picasso, and Norman Rockwell. Under the
direction of staff members, who graciously volunteer their time,
students recreate the artists’ paintings as larger-than-life stage 
sets and learn dances set to original compositions by local musician
Matt Cohn. The result is a professional quality production, in which

paintings are brought to life for a wonderful evening of family entertainment.
This year, alumni and past participants, some of them now parents at the

school, will perform a dance at the Saturday night performance! There will also
be a special afternoon event, which includes sidewalk painting, past paintings,
and videos of past performances.

Join us from April 19 to 21 to celebrate 30 years of the arts!

Bill MacDonald
Principal

Students celebrate passing their AR quizzes 
as they help set a new national record. 
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Rossmoor Elementary
3272 Shakespeare Drive, Los Alamitos, CA 90720 • 562/799-4520 • www.losalusd.k12.ca.us

Reaching Beyond
Every Friday during Spirit Assembly we like to reflect upon our

goal of personal success and obligation to the community. We often
discuss moving beyond the school day to help others.

Rossmoor students have been acting upon this message. Girl
Scout Troop 668 recently organized a donation drive for a local
animal shelter, and collected over 300 items. Girl Scout Troop 869
also organized a pasta drive for a local non-profit organization.
They collected over 200 items of pasta for donation!

Our Rossmoor fifth-graders incorporated their biography
research into a fund-
raiser. Each year they
research a significant
historical figure and
create a wax museum
evening where they
become the char-
acter. At open house
the parents pay a
penny to hear these
wax museum figures
come to life and share
their biographies.

This year the 
pennies added up to
over $300, and the
students will now
choose a charity on
behalf of Rossmoor!

Kiva Spiratos
Principal

Weaver Elementary
11872 Wembley Road, Los Alamitos, CA 90720 • 562/799-4580 • www.losalusd.k12.ca.us

All Shook Up Over Books!
Weaver’s Rockin’ Reading Incentive Program continues to

encourage our students to read. Each month, over 600 students
read more than 400 minutes! Students are recognized for their
efforts, and classes are rewarded for 100 percent participation.

Our parent volunteers do an amazing job of creating an incentive
that gets everyone in the school motivated to read. This year’s
theme, “A Rockin’ Reading Program,” is led by our parent 
impersonators as Elvis, Michael Jackson, Elton John, the Twisted
Sisters, Rockin’ Roxanne and Bell Bottom Betty. Each month, our

reading incentive characters join our school mascot, Corky the Orca, to celebrate
reading at Weaver. Excitement is generated by the enthusiasm of our community
and our student readers. Way to go, Weaver Whales!

Erin Kominsky
Principal

who possesses a wide array of knowledge in the area of custodial
services and does not hesitate to suggest or implement more effi-
cient practices while improving performance.

Cheryl Mendoza was selected as the Support Services Classified
Member of the Year. Cheryl single-handedly runs and operates 
the instructional materials center for the district. She is efficient,
professional and service-oriented. Driven by her passion to deliver
the very best, Cheryl’s priority is making sure students have the
instructional materials they need, and she is willing to go the extra mile
to make sure this happens. It does not matter how large or small your
problem is, Cheryl always finds a quick and efficient way to solve it.

Cindy Bizal was selected as the Office and Technical Classified
Employee of the year. Cindy works tirelessly as administrative assistant in the
student services and campus supervision department at Los Alamitos High
School. Working in an emotional environment with students, parents, campus
supervisors, police, paramedics, teachers, and para-educators is a daunting task,
which Cindy handles calmly and gracefully. Cindy is the type of individual who
hunts down things that are needed at the site and vigorously pursues them until
she masters them. Her ingenuity, initiative, and attention to detail are a true
asset to both the school and the entire district.

Caren Stout was selected as Classified Confidential Employee of the Year.
Caren works at the district office in the Human Resources and Student
Enrollment Department. Caren interacts with families wishing to attend their
schools of choice and coordinates with the site principals and office coordinators
on their behalf. Caren is the epitome of compassion and kindness—a true 
optimist. Her positive attitude, warm and friendly demeanor, and dedication to
service cultivate a positive working environment for all.

Amanda Shelly was selected as our Teacher of the Year. Amanda is beloved by
students and parents at Hopkinson Elementary School, where she teaches fourth
grade. Amanda is an inspirational teacher who creates a learning environment
filled with inquiry, high expectations, and a joy of learning. She is highly skilled 
in motivating students and reaching struggling and reluctant learners, while 
consistently reinforcing positive behavior and providing immediate feedback to
students about their progress. Amanda’s flexibility in working with students,
staff, and parents has earned her an enviable reputation as an excellent teacher
who truly takes time to care and offer support.

Lastly, Jim Poper was selected as our Administrator of the Year. Jim’s experience
as Director of the Facilities, Maintenance, Operations and Transportation
Department over the last six years is unparalleled, as he has transformed the 
culture, practices, and excellence of the staff to provide exceptional service to
each site. Jim has taken the district-wide academic vision for student achieve-
ment and re-tooled it for his department. He maintains the department’s focus 
on the student learning environment so they can see how their efforts support
academic learning. Jim’s expertise in school design and construction have been
instrumental in the organization and implementation of a district-wide modern-
ization bond, which will modernize all sites by 2014.

The exceptional qualities these employees bring each day reflect the passion,
skill, and dedication of every employee throughout the district. Both Dionne Gibson
and Jim Poper have been selected as county finalists for Orange County School
Employees of the Year. The contributions our employees provide continue to make
Los Alamitos Unified School District a great place to live, work, and go to school!

EXCEPTIONAL EMPLOYEES • FROM PAGE 1

Andrew Pulver
Assistant

Superintendent
Human

Resources
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GET SMART
ACADEMY

is excited to introduce our 
Summer Enrichment Program!

For student’s entering grades 1st – 6th

Conveniently Location in Seal Beach 829-C Ocean Ave.

SES 
Approved

Space is limited, reserve your space today!
(562) 431-3890

www.getsmarttutoringacademy.webs.com

The Enrichment Academy will offer: 
• Reading • Writing  • Math Skills 
lessons in the morning and connect 
them to Field Trip Activities in the 
afternoon, within the community. 

• Maximum student capacity is 15 
• Teacher, student ratio is 1 to 5

Full Day: 9:00 – 3:30  . . . .$40.00 
Half Day: 12:30 – 3:30  . . .$30.00
Before & After Day Care . .$50.00 wk

The ranch is located in the beautiful grove area 
of North San Diego County, near Fallbrook

A Southern California Camp
Tradition Since 1963

RAWHIDE RANCH

6 Western Riding Lessons
6 Vaulting Lessons
6 Animal Care 
6 Intro to Rodeo
6 Ranch Activities

...and much more

For more info 
contact us at

info@rawhideranch.com
(760) 758-0083 x 0

www.rawhideranch.com

Great for
Beginners!

June 17 – August 18

Overnight Program
Ages 7 – 15

Week-long Sessions

Great for
Beginners!

June 17 – August 18

Overnight Program
Ages 7 – 15

Week-long Sessions

Los Alamitos-Rossmoor Branch Library
12700 Montecito Road, Seal Beach, CA 90740 • 562/430-1048 • www.ocpl.org

Best Kid’s Books of 2011
By Cathy DeLeon, Branch Manager

School Library Journal, the magazine that children’s librarians all over the
country use to select the very best literature for their libraries, recently named
its Best Books for 2011. Here’s a sample of this past year’s top picks:

PPiiccttuurree BBooookkss
A Ball for Daisy by Chris Raschka. Raschka’s

nuanced illustrations depict puppy Daisy’s joy,
shock, sadness and renewed contentment as she
loses and then regains a beloved toy. Also selected
as the 2012 Caldecott Award winner by the
American Library Association.

Grandpa Green by Lane Smith. A boy tells the
story of his great-grandfather’s life as he gives
readers a grand tour of the man’s glorious topiary
garden.

FFiiccttiioonn
Inside Out & Back Again by Thanhha Lai. 

Ten-year-old Ha and her family flee Saigon and
struggle to make a new life in Alabama. Also
chosen for the National Book Award.

Wildwood by Colin Meloy. When a flock of
crows carries off her baby brother, 12-year-old
Prue has no choice but to cross the bridge from
her Oregon home into the Impassable Wilderness
to save him.

RELIEF FROM
HOMEWORK

FRUSTRATION
Many children experience anxiety, frustration and feel overwhelmed when asked

to complete basic classroom and homework tasks. Parents are often baffled as to 
the cause of their child’s struggle in school. Parents may be told that their child is
unmotivated, lazy or has a learning disability, but these labels don’t help find a
solution to their child’s problems. The hours spent on homework are painful and
frustrating and frequently accompanied by tears.

The cause of these struggles may be due to poor vision processing skills.
Children lacking vision processing skills experience difficulty copying information
from the chalkboard, are unable to complete assignments quickly, do poorly on timed
tests, often have poor spelling skills and suffer from poor reading comprehension.

The Vision Improvement Program (VIP) is a program designed to attack these
underlying vision processing skills. Students average 3.1 years growth in visual
processing skills during a 10 week treatment program.
Symptoms of poor vision processing skills include:

• Losing one’s place or skipping words or lines
• Forgetting what has just been read
• Reversing letters (b,d, p,q) or words (was and saw)
• Making “careless” errors
• Poorly spaced or “sloppy” writing
• Always “daydreaming” or not paying attention
• Moving entire head when reading
• Failing to complete assigned work
• Working slower than their peers

Does your child or someone you know have these symptoms? If so,
Dr. Wilkins is providing a ffrreeee screening to identify children with vision processing
learning problems.

Please call for screening time and appointment:
(714) 995-4571
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LAUSD Child Development Center
11872 Wembley Road, Los Alamitos, CA 90720 • 562/799-4585

Picture Books for Language Development
Parents are children’s first and most important teachers. In 

the course of normal development the parents are the ones who
support their children’s language skills and social and academic
growth opportunities.

Over the last 30 years there has been systematic evidence that
teaching parents specific strategies to help support these learning
tasks can be very effective. In fact, in many cases it is just as effective
as direct therapy, especially for young children. An adult’s role as a
communicative partner is to help their child learn the back-and-
forth-nature of communication and to encourage, respond and
initiate communicative interactions.

Sharing books is a great time to establish and strengthen this 
connection. It also has the added benefit of preparing a child for school,

and for creating long-term positive effects for later academic achievement by laying
down a foundation for reading and writing. Children learn about literacy the same
way they learn about language, through exposure within daily routines and interac-
tions with caregivers who can encourage conversation and show how print is used.

Book Sharing is a simple strategy
that anyone can use with their young
child. It starts by looking at pictures in
a book with the child and making a
comment about one in particular, and
then waiting to give the child time to
comprehend and respond.

Another strategy in book sharing is
to ask a question and then (again)
wait for the child to give a response.
It is recommended that the adult
count to five, which allows enough
time for the child to respond.

The last strategy is when the child responds back by adding a little more. For
example, the parent and child are looking at a book about farm animals. The page
is open to a picture of several animals in a barn. The parent makes a comment
like, “Sheep are my favorite farm animal.” They then wait for the child to respond.

The child may point, say the word “sheep,” or even say another animal name.
Or they could say a phrase or a sentence. It depends upon where the child is at
in their development.

The parent can then respond to the child’s lead by asking, “Do you like sheep?” Or,
“What is your favorite farm animal?” Again, waiting and giving the child time to respond.

If the child responds with another animal name, the parent can add a little
more to their response: “Oh, your favorite animal is the cow.” This strategy helps
the child engage and stay engaged. It uses the book as a conversation piece,
which is especially powerful if it is one in which the child is interested.

Kelly Rowe
Child Development

Coordinator /
Early Learning

Specialist

CAMP

2012
So. Cal’s Premier 

Performing Arts Camp

TAP  •  JAZZ  •  SHOW CHOIR  •  HIP HOP

DRAMA  •  IMPROV • AUD. TECH.  •  VOICE

Study with the Industries Top Professionals

For information (714) 897-4475 • ocsdc@verizon.net
www.orangecountysonganddance.com

5860 Westminster Blvd. • Westminster, CA 92683

Session I: July 9 – 20
Mon. – Fri.  •  9:00 – 3:00
Beginning thru Advanced

Ages 6 up

Session II: August 6 – 17
Mon. – Fri.  •  9:00 – 3:00

Intermediate thru Advanced
Ages 11 to college

An adult’s role as a communicative partner 

is to help their child learn 

the back-and-forth-nature of communication 

and to encourage, respond 

and initiate communicative interactions.



Congratulations to Derek Otsuka and Sandy Field
Winners of the February Contests!
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Los Alamitos
Youth Water Polo

Sign-up/information:
www.losalamitoswaterpolo.com
Email:coach@losalamitoswaterpolo.com
Cell (949) 533-5216 • Office (949) 428-7576

Other programs—swim lessons offered, clinics, clubs, leagues & tournaments

FREE Tryouts! All ages & skill levels offered
Ask about possible discounts

HHeeaatteedd PPooooll aatt UUSSAA OOllyymmppiicc TTrraaiinniinngg FFaacciilliittyy

On The Run

What is Proper Running Form?
There is a lot of “buzz” in the running community regarding

barefoot running, minimalist shoes and running form. Much of
the debate focuses on injury prevention and efficiency of running.
Unfortunately, there is not a lot of research to validate the
notion that any type of shoe or running style will prevent
injuries. On the other hand, we have valid biomechanical studies
which can give us direction to enjoy running while avoiding injury.

Barefoot running enthusiasts advocate a “forefoot strike” pattern
where the runner lands on the ball of the foot and avoids hitting the
heel on the ground altogether. This running form is commonly seen

in elite sprinters and world class long distance runners who are very fit and athletic.
For the average jogger, running on the forefoot requires extra muscle strength and
may actually increase the risk of strain on the arch of the foot (the plantar fascia)
and the Achilles tendon. Certainly when a runner wants to increase speed and
performance, they will have to learn how to run on their toes. However, this has
to be done gradually while the body adapts to the increased strain.

For the average runner, a “heel-strike” pattern is more natural and far less
demanding in terms of muscle strain. Running heel- to- toe reduces strain on the
calf and shin muscles, but may slow down the overall pace and speed. For the
runner who has a previous history of injury in their plantar fascia, Achilles
tendon or shin muscles, a heel-strike running pattern would be recommended.

There is nothing wrong with a heel strike running pattern as long as you 
have no aspirations to reach the Olympic Trials. If you have read websites which
promote the notion that running on the forefoot will prevent injury, wait for more
scientific research which can prove this theory. So far, we have noticed that the
average runner will select a heel strike running pattern because it is more com-
fortable and puts less strain on the muscles of the foot and leg.

Dr. Doug Richie is a sports podiatrist who has practiced in Seal Beach for 28 years. He is president-
elect of the American Academy of Podiatric Sports Medicine and serves as a medical advisor to
U.S.A. Track and Field. 562/493-2451

Dr. Doug Richie

Contest!!
Find the article “How Long Do Cats Live” and email
the page number to: kay@schoolnewsrollcall.com

(Please put LAUSD in the subject line)

Your entry must be received by May 15, 2012.
From the correct entries, we will draw a winner to receive a 

$20 gift certificate redeemable at Barnes and Noble.
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Surf’s Up

Why Surfing?
By Chad Wells

I was just five
years old when I was
introduced to surfing.
My older brother, Jeff,
who had already been
surfing for a number
of years, brought me
down to San Onofre
to teach me.

Needless to say, 
I didn’t fare so well. 
I spent a lot of time
with my face in the
sand and didn’t set
foot on a board again until six years later. When I was 11, I found a Harbour
Surfboards twin fin under the Christmas tree. A few difficult days falling off my
new board led me to discover that I wasn’t ready for such a short board. So my
dad bought me a mini longboard, and my love of surfing began. I spent a few
years learning on shorter and shorter boards until finally I was ready for the one 
I got for Christmas.

Though I had a rough start, I have been surfing for 32 years. All the other
sports I played as a child have drifted away, but surfing has really stuck.
Personally for me, surfing provides a break from the day-to-day grind. Once you
get out on the water, you immediately forget about anything on land, as the
ocean demands your full attention and respect. I plan to enjoy surfing well into
my senior years, as the thrill never gets old.

Chad Wells is a resident of Seal Beach, class of 1987 Los Alamitos High School. A 2X Masters
National Champion and Surf Program Coordinator for Quiksilver, Inc.

Costa Rica 2010




